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MEGAGAUSS X: A CONFERENCE MILESTON E

C .M . Fowler
Los Alamos National Laboratory

Los Alamos, NM, USA

ABSTRACT

The first Megagauss Conference , now known as MG I, was held in 1965.
Thirty-nine years later, we are now attending MG X . As topical conferences go, this is
a fairly long time . For comparison , the first IEEE International Pulsed Power
Conference was held in 1976 .

It seems appropriate in the opening address of this "Milestone " conference to
note some highlights of the earlier MG conferences . Some relatively new research
lines in progress will also be noted , as well as the speaker's "wish list" of projects he
would like to see pursued .
Mention will be made of the growing number of explosive flux compression facilities
around the world , as well as some facilities that no longer exist , but that made
significant contributions in their tim e

EARLY MEGAGAUSS CONFERENCES .

Each of the conferences has had a unique flavor of its own . While a survey of
all the past conferences would be a most worthwhile endeavor, space limitations
prevent a comprehensive review . Instead, for the most part, highlights (in the author's
view) of the earlier conferences will be stressed [1 ] .

The original conference, now known as Megagauss I, or simply as MG I, was
held in Frascati, Italy, September 21-25, 1965, under the auspices of The Italian
Physical Society with additional Euratom support . The conference proceedings,
edited by Knoepfel and . Herlach, bear the complete conference title : Conference on
Megagauss Magnetic Field Generation by Explosives and Related Experiments. [2] .
This conference, though small by present day standards, included many interesting
subjects, many of which are still active research areas . Among them, as described in
the proceedings, were discussions of the fusion plasma compression work at Frascati
and Los Alamos, results of explosive driven ferro-electric and ferro-magnetic
transducers, explosively driven magnetohydrodynamic generators, implosion
calculations and other interesting subjects such as the first open-literature discussion
of helical generators (then a classified device for many workers) by Cummings and
Morley, pp 451-470, and the first "loop generator" by Lukasik, Zepko and Jameson,
pp 397-419 . Of special significance to non-Russian scientists was the submission of
eight abstracts from what we now know as the Sakharov Team from Sarov . This was
a stunning development and showed us for the first time that Russia had a highly
developed flux compression program . Unfortunately, the papers were not presented
at the conference .

Had it not been for Peter Turchi, a young scientist then working at the Naval
Research Laboratory, the Frascati conference might well have been the only such
conference . After consulting with a number of people working in the field, Peter set
about enthusiastically to organize another similar conference. The conference took
place in Washington DC, May 29-June 1, 1979, almost fourteen years after MG I The
conference proceedings were published under the title Megagauss Physics and
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Technology [3] . Aside from the technical contents of the conference , several
other significant items emerged : Turchi used as the conference title "Second
International Conference on Megagauss Magnetic Field Generation and Related
Topics", thus leading to the sho rt name MG II, a trend continued in all subsequent
conferences . Among the attendees was a small group of Russian participants, led by
Gennady Shvetsov . At the close of the conference , Shvetsov announced that his
institution, The Lavrentyev Institute of Hydrodynamics , would host the next
conference in 1983 at Novosibirsk . This announcement led to the tradition that such
an offer would be made at the close of each conference , and thus serve to
perpetuate the conferences . Of particular interest to many scientists were the
contributions of two Russian teams , one led b y Alexander Pavlovskii , the other b y
Vladimir Chernyshev . We now know that this work was pe rformed at Sarov. Of
special interest t o t his a uthor was the d escription of the MC-1 high magnetic field
generator with its use of cascades , by the Pavlovskii team, pp 627 -639 in [3] .

The third conference , MG III, was held June 13-17, 1983 at Novosibirsk . This
was the first time for many western scientists to interact with many of the Russian
scientists engaged in explosive f lux compression, including those from Sarov . The
conference proceedings were edited by Titov and Shvetsov [4] . The conference logo
first appeared in these proceedings . Of much interest was the discussion of the "Disk
Generator" by Vladimir Chernyshev, pp 23-28, in [4] .

The fourth conference was held July 14-17, 1986 , in Santa Fe , NM, and the
proceedings were edited by Fowler, Caird and Erickson [5]. The steering committee
for this conference had decided to broaden the scope to include anon-destructive
fields and t heir applications , with the proviso that the high field systems would be
capable of producing such fields of at least 50 T. Noteworthy here is the paper by
Foner and Bobrov , in which they discuss their experiments using coils wound with
Cu/Nb microcomposite conductors , pp 31-37 , in [5] .

The conferences have continued to grow and each has its share of noteworthy
papers . One of the papers , pa rt icularly pe rtinent to the present conference in this
author 's opinion , was given at MG VIII, held Oct 18-23, 1998, in Tallahassee, F L .
Explosive flux compression systems are described in the paper by B .A . Boyko et al,
that generate magnetic fields greater than 2000 T [6 ]

CURRENT AND EARLY FLUX COMPRESSION FACILITES

In a recent review paper [7], Fowler and Altgilbers devote one section to
"Recent FCG Activities" . As is the case in the short review given here, they did not
include d iscussions oft he work done a t major facilities in Russia, the U K a nd the
USA, since much of this work has been well documented in the MG Proceedings and
various Journals. Additionally, work at some of these facilities will be updated at this
conference. For the same reasons, this review deals mainly with FCG power
sources, and not with high magnetic field research and development . These topics
are also treated extensively at this conference . Short discussions of a number of
facilities are given in [7] . The authors treated every such facility for which they could
obtain information, but recognize that the list is probably not complete . Facilities in
several European countries, China, Korea, South Africa and a number of Universities
are considered . Perhaps the most popular uses cited for the FCGs under
development were : power sources for high-power microwave generators, power
sources for multipoint explosive initiation systems and, particularly at the Universities,
as pedagogical devices for training students, usually with the further aim of trying to



understand basic operating principles and improving performance . Most of the
devices constructed are little helical generators . Many of them are quite small-
sometimes with lengths and stator diameters of only a few centimeters and total
explosive charges o f only a few grams. The current popularity and study of these
small generators arose from work reported by Prishchepenko and collaborators [8] in
which various configurations of very small, helical FCGs were described and used in
various experiments . The author notes, however, that to his knowledge, the first
university work of this kind, and later reported, was the loop generator developed by
Lukasik, Zepko and Jameson cited earlier . This work was done in the early 1960s
and overseen by staff at the Stevens Institute of Technology . The shots, with charges
up to nearly 200 g of high explosive, were fired at the Aberdeen Proving Grounds .
Development of facilities capable of containing charges of this size at the typical
university would probably require considerable effort, much of it in paperwork, if
indeed it could be approved at all .

We now discuss briefly some explosive flux compression facilities that no
longer exist, but that made significant contributions to the field .

The Euratom I aboratory at F rascati, the host institution for M G 1, has as its
primary objective the study of DT fusion . Several different fusion concepts were
considered that today would be called "Alternate Fusion Concepts" One of these
concepts involved the development of an explosively driven source for high magnetic
field DT plasma compression, the primary motivation for the subsequent
development of their explosive flux compression facility . Work at this facility roughly
spanned the decade from 1960 to 1970 . While o n a s mailers Cale than the US or
Russian programs, the program broadened to include use of most of the generators
then in use. Some of their high magnetic field systems were quite innovative and
some had improvements we still use today . An extensive discussion of the program
has been given by Knoepfel [9] .

Aerojet General Nucleonics, a company based in San Ramon, CA, had an
explosive flux compression program that, to the author's knowledge, lasted from the
early to mid 1960s . Two papers were given at the MG I Conference : the paper cited
earlier by Cummings and Morely, and another by Chapman, pps 107-144 [2] .
Cummings and Morely used helical generators to power large, extended arrays . With
further development, the work could be extended to powering arrays the size of large
EMP test facilities . The Chapman paper describes efforts to use implosion produced
fields as drivers to accelerate simulated "micrometeorites" . Fiber optic signals were
used to study implosion symmetry-one of the first uses of fiber optics in flux
compression work .

The Illinois Institute of Technology (IIT), in Chicago, had a flux compression
program that roughly spanned the period from the mid 1960s to the early 1970s . The
program was organized by Thomas Erber, with the primary aim of investigating
quantum electrodynamic effects arising when beams of energetic electrons
interacted with very large magnetic fields . Work on development of high magnetic
field systems was carried out at two locations; an on-campus site, containing a
capacitor bank and used for non-explosive work, and at an explosive test range at La
Porte, IN, about 100 km from the campus. This facility, where explosive flux
compression was done, is operated by the I IT Research Institute . A description of
both facilities, as well as the motivation for the program, is given by Erber et al [10] .
As Erber notes, the cross-sections for the processes considered depend upon the
particle energy, E, and the magnetic field, B, through the dimensionless ratio
G=(E/mc2)x(B/Bcr). Here, Bcr=m2c3/eh=4 .41 x1013G. In another paper, [11], Erber



considers several processes and limits of the parameter G where the effects could be
detected . For example, magnetic bremsstrahlung (synchrotron radiation) competes
with the normal coulomb radiation produced in solid materials for values of G of only
a few hundredths . The program culminated in a set of experiments carried out at the
SLAC accelerator, electron energies of 19 BEV and in magnetic fields up to 2 MG,
with G-O .0017 . The magnetic fields were produced with a capacitor bank, as the
accelerator was, of course, not equipped to handle several kilograms of high
explosive in its immediate vicinity . The megagauss system was designed by Fritz
Herlach who had joined the team by this time . Results of the experiments, including
details of the megagauss facility and new magnetic bremsstrahlung observations, are
given by Herlach et al [12] .

The Erber team was unable to avail themselves of the very high magnetic
fields produced by explosive implosion for lack of explosive containment facilities at
the accelerator. Since those times, however, at I east two accelerators have made
provisions for inserting containment vessels in various beam lines . At the Budker
Nuclear Physics Institute in Novosibirsk, a containment vessel has been installed in a
synchrotron radiation beam line to study various phenomena associated with or
produced by high explosives . A description of the setup is given by Aleshaev et al
[13]. Some experimental results are reported, including small angle scattering
measurements . The vessel is designed to contain detonations of somewhat over a
pound of explosive . At the Los Alamos National Laboratory, a beam line from the 800
MEV proton accelerator is now being used for proton radiography of explosive events
[14]. Explosive containment vessels can be installed in the beam line . Two such
vessels are in use, one of 4 ft OD that is designed to accommodate charges up to 4
pounds TNT equivalent, and a 6 A vessel for charges up to 10 pounds . The quality of
the photographs obtained to date is amazingly good . Greatly increased proton
energies (up t o 5 0 BEV) will b e needed, however, to fully exploit the technique . It
may be noted [15] that had such a containment vessel been available at SLAC, the
Erber team could have done experiments in magnetic fields several times larger than
those actually used .

WHERE WE ARE TODAY

Summary presentations at t his conference, update almost a II aspects of our
field. Invited talks cover the later developments in explosive pulsed power and
applications, explosively produced ultra-high magnetic fields and their application to
solid state studies, advances in high field production by electromagnetic implosion,
and a panel discussion on efforts to produce megagauss fields in a non-destructive,
repeatable way in a reasonable sized volume .

In spite of probable budget problems (it is a rare situation not to have one!)
non-explosively produced high field laboratories are thriving and new ones are under
construction or planning. Capacitor bank produced long-pulse fields greater than 50
T (20 ms half period).are widely used now, and it is not unreasonable to expect that
fields peaking at 65-70 T will be produced in cm sized bores from coils lasting
hundreds of shots . Such progress might be considered necessary to keep sufficiently
ahead of DC magnet technology . (The hybrid magnet at Tallahassee is capable of
producing 45 T fields, and some people think that 50 T might be possible!) . A number
of people, including this speaker, felt that there were two limits that would be very
difficult to achieve : a 1 MG field, repeatable without coil destruction, and generating 3
MG without liner implosion. The latter limit has already been achieved in a small bore



coil, and hopes are high that the former limit will be met soon . (Let us hope that this
is the conclusion reached by our panel!) .

Fields in excess of 2000 T have been produced by explosively-driven liner
implosion . Some comments about this work will be made later .

Recent developments in explosive pulsed power include : use of these
systems in experiments that replace very expensive power sources such as in the
liner implosion experiments discussed by V . Chernyshev and the isentropic
compression experiments discussed by D . Tasker at this meeting . Mention was made
earlier of the many new flux compression facilities that have emerged recently and, in
particular, the introduction of the topic for study and research at various universities .
Efforts continue to improve the efficiency of converting explosive to magnetic energy,
not only in the small scale devices favored at universities but in much larger systems,
such as reported by Chernyshev [16] .

MY WISH LIS T

Parts of my "wish list" are shared by everyone here, I am sure . In particular,
we would all like to have more financial support .

In the high magnetic field arena, the author is optimistic that megagauss, or
near megagauss, fields will be produced nondestructively (at least for several shots),
hopefully with pulse widths in the millisecond range . He would like to see wide use by
the research community of the 20 plus megagauss systems reported in [6] . As these
shots are expensive, multiple experiments should be carried out in each shot, when
possible.

In the pulsed power field, the author, personally, would like to see more
plasma fusion work, particularly to investigate the limits of plasma focus yield scaling
and in liner implosion of plasmas. He is particularly pleased with the increased
attention being given to our field in Academia and in various conference short
courses, and has high hopes that this will continue .

Over the years, our community has developed a wide range of high power
energy sources and pulse shaping tools that allow construction of systems that can
deliver pulses that drive a great variety of systems . The portability of these systems
allows experiments to be performed in remote locations, including the upper
atmosphere and beyond. A s noted earlier, the output pulses of some I arge, costly
machines have been simulated with our sources that have then been used as
successful replacements in experiments . This capability should be exploited much
more widely .

DEDICATIO N

This paper is dedicated to the memory of Wray B . Garn, who passed away on
March 23, 2004 at the age of 88 . Wray was not only a talented colleague but a good
friend . He was trained as a power electrical engineer, but often assumed the role of
physicist in his work . He was an expert in the application of explosives, using them in
equation of state studies and in pioneering explosive flux compression shots . Wray
was a multitalented person, easy to get along with, and never had an unkind word to
say about anyone . He will be sorely missed by those who knew him, and especially
those of us who were privileged to work with him .
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